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ABSTRACT
As information systems and networks (ICTs) are increasingly used by governments, different
organisations, businesses and end-users worldwide, there has been a common interest in promoting
the security of such systems through a variety of methods and approaches. This interest is important
to address the challenges posed by the potential harm from security failures of the systems to
national economies, international trade and the overall participation of individuals in social,
cultural, economical and political life.
Given that different countries are in different stages of ICT use and sophistication, it follows
that different approaches are necessary to cater for the desired security, that is, approaches tailored
to meet local conditions (within a country). Varying obstacles and challenges in attaining ICT
security are the result, in part, of the difference in contexts in the environments found in different
countries. For instance, contexts found in developed countries are significantly different from those
in developing ones. These differences have impacts and influences on the use of ICT in general and
on the security of ICT in particular.
In order for a country to put ICT to effective use, it must be ‘e-ready’ in terms of among other
things, the needed infrastructure, human capital, accessibility of ICTs to the population at large, and
the existence of effective legal and regulatory framework to cater for the emerging new demands. It
may further entail creation of general awareness of the opportunities of ICT as well as in-depth
understanding of specific issues related to the use of ICT in society. In this paper a specific issue,
ICT security, is viewed through a lens of legal-regulatory framework in the context of a developing
country environment. The analysis of the relationships between a legal system and ICT use in
general is necessary. Of particular interest here is the analysis of such relationships in terms of ICT
security with the goal of investigating the extent to which legal-regulatory framework can be used
towards enhancing ICT security. To that end, the paper analyses the varying relationships and
effects between society and ICT use, security issues resulting from such use, and the need for and
effects of legal-regulatory framework. The context in focus is that of Tanzania, and an approach is
suggested that can help to enhance security using legal-regulatory influence.
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1.1

INTRODUCTION
Definition

Information and communications technologies (ICTs) is a term which is currently used to denote a
wide range of services, applications, and technologies, using various types of equipment and
software, often running over telecom networks. ICTs include well-known telecom services such as
telephone, mobile telephone and fax. Telecom services used together with computer hardware and
software form the basis for a range of other services, including email, the transfer of files from one
computer to another, and, in particular, the Internet, which potentially allows all computers to be
connected, thereby giving access to sources of knowledge and information stored on computers
worldwide.
Information systems security is a vital component of successful implementation and use of
ICTs in organisations in a country. Within an organisation, information systems security needs
topmost support from the management and should be addressed at all levels of the organisation
(Solms, B. and Solms, R., 2004). On the other hand, the overall management of ICT within
organisations in some of the developing world countries, for which ICT security forms a part, has
proved to be a complex problem as indicated in recent studies (Massingue, 2003; Wanyembi,
2002). Security as such in ICT is a complex issues and a huge body of knowledge has been
accumulate through the years in an effort to attain and improve adequate protection to information
and its processing infrastructures. As many organisations are becoming increasingly dependent on
ICT to perform their core businesses, the reliable functioning of ICT is paramount. Security is a
component of reliability, which in practice is hard to address due to: firstly, complexities within the
ICT itself—there is a rapid technological development in the field of ICT. A variety of new
technical products are introduced continuously. More powerful personal computers are demanded
and also provided. A variety of new information systems, which tend to be open and distributed, are
developed and implemented. At the same time, there is a tendency towards convergence of different
forms of ICT products and content as well as the demand for connectivity and interoperability—as
a consequence, the border and scope of information systems are crossing organisations, regions and
countries. Secondly, security has both technical and social aspects, which need to be addressed
holistically (Kowalski, 1994; Yngström, 1996).
The current trends within ICT is towards globalisation; consequently, each new developed
and implemented information system should in one way or another be capable of joining the
mainstream global network and be able to participate in the global information economy. An
information system in isolation has little value compared to one connected since much of the value
of a specific ICT comes from its compatibility with the mainstream global network. This
mainstream global network mostly resides in the developed world. As already noted in (Wade,
2002), the general rule is that the value of developing countries ICT is much reduced if it is not
compatible with, say, OECD (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development) ICT.
Thus globalisation is typical of the application of modern ICT.
However, the increased connectivity as a result of globalisation brings with it associated risks
along with the above-mentioned value. One of the risks has to do with the security of the ICTs, in
that the ICT is now open to a wider variety of threats and vulnerabilities. For a developing country,
its general ICT security status can be (and normally is) used as one aspect of the requirement for
compatibility to participate in some specific ICT services, say, within the OECD. Hence, the lack of
adequate ICT security not only poses a threat to organisations using ICT in a country, but also bars

them from participating in the mainstream global network. Sadly, while most of the developing
countries are currently engaged in deploying and using ICT in various sectors within their
economies and social services, it appears that not all of them are paying the required attention to
ICT security issues. The aspiration for success in ICT use is normally high. For instance, reference
to the current National ICT policy for Tanzania (National ICT policy, 2003) could justify this
claim. The “Vision” and “Mission” statements of the policy are—Vision: “Tanzania to become a
hub of ICT infrastructure and ICT solutions that enhance sustainable social-economic development
and accelerated poverty reduction both nationally and globally” and the Mission: “To enhance
national-wide economic growth and social progress by encouraging beneficial ICT activities in all
sectors through providing a conducive framework for investment in capacity building and in
promoting multi-layered co-operation and knowledge sharing locally as well as globally. ” While
these statements are true, the current capacity of the needed infrastructure to accomplish them is
inadequate. Security is among the components of the infrastructure that must be addressed. Thus,
given the critical role security plays in having reliable ICTs, approaches must be developed that can
assist in alleviating the situation.
Different approaches to address this will work differently for different countries. It all
depends on the actual situation within a particular country regarding ICT use and the way ICT
security is addressed, that is, how the interactions between society and technology affect security.
An awareness of ICT security issues at a nation level is an important first step. In addition, security
education, security policy and a means to enforce it, security design and implementation, practices,
procedures, etc., are some of important issues required to be put in place. Further, availability of the
necessary security technology, relevant to the environment in focus, is also important. However, the
mere existence of these issues may not guarantee security in itself. It is important to remember that
ICT security problems may not always be wholly technical or wholly social but mostly a
combination of the two. This combination is realised through the relations and interactions of the
social-technical system so formed. Thus, technical solutions alone may not in the long run solve the
problem. Like wise, social solutions alone such as regulations and law may not do in the long run
either. Using the Tanzanian case, the paper attempts to highlight and discuss the relationships
between the legal system and ICT use with focus on ICT security. The goal of this paper is to
investigate the extent to which legal-regulatory framework can be made to work toward enhancing
ICT security. Social Construction of Technology systems (SCOT) approach is used as an aid for
analysing the varying relationships and effects between the society and ICT use, as well as security
issues resulting from such uses. An approach is suggested that may help to enhance security using
legal-regulatory influence.
The rest of the paper has the following sections: Section 2, Security in practice—issues and
obstacles in a social-technical context; Section 3, Legal issues in ICT use—relations, requirements,
and needed institutional changes; Section 4 - the approach suggested. A conclusion is provided in
Section 5 and lastly, references are found in Section 6.
2

SECURITY IN PRACTICE—ISSUES AND OBSTACLES

This sections draws upon the body of research into the social construction of technology systems
(SCOT). Trevor Pinch and Wiebe Bijker in their paper “The Social Construction of Facts and
Artifacts” (Bijker, Hughes, and Pinch; 1989) made a number of useful observations about SCOT.
For example, they noted that social groups define which technological issue or “artifact” is a
problem to be addressed. These social groups can be homogenous or heterogeneous, and a problem
is defined as such only when there is a social group for which it constitutes a “problem.” The
decision regarding which problems are relevant is greatly influenced by the social groups concerned
with the artifact and the meanings that those groups give to the artifact. In addition, specific parts of
a technological system may be subject to different functions or meanings by different groups or
individuals, and hence a technological controversy is closed through public opinion, not by
technically "solving" the issue (Bijker, Hughes, and Pinch, pp. 30– 44). The use of the concept of a

relevant social group is quite straightforward. The phrase is used to denote institutions and
organisations (such as military, educational, or some specific business organisations or industry) as
well as organised or unorganised groups of individuals. This framework, (SCOT), is adopted here
with ICT as an artifact. The aim is to gain a better understanding of the kinds of relationships that
may exist in practice between different social groups and ICT use. We use the understanding of the
relationships to address the emerging security issues as the information systems infrastructure
develops.
2.1

Issues of Security in Practice

According to a common view, information and communication security can be expressed using the
three concepts of confidentiality, integrity, and availability. In practice these are afforded through
technology, management, and social elements. Technology elements may involve a combination of
cryptography, intrusion detection systems, access control mechanisms, firewalls, antivirus, etc.
Management elements can be access control policy or a general security policy, procedures and
practices. Social elements involve, in addition to the management elements,—ethical/cultural,
legal/contractual. These elements can be grouped into two major categories of technical and social
controls. However, in practice it is rare to find the whole set of these elements in place at any one
time. Referring to the case in focus; results of a recent study on some key organisations deploying
ICT as a tool for carrying out some parts of their business processes indicated that technical
controls are the ones mostly employed—if at all (Jabiri, B. K., and Tarimo, C. N. 2005). A general
analysis of the current scenario of ICT use is presented next. The analysis will help to view the big
picture of ICT security issues, which will then be used to suggest a remedy. As implied from the
title of the paper, the focus is mainly on the social issues.
In analysing the relationships between different social groups within an organisation
deploying ICT in its business processes, a conceptual representation of the organisation is used, (see
figure 2.1). In the figure, a conceptual organisation is shown with several departments (Dept1,
2,…), which are joined in function by ICT. Each department represent a social group within the
organisation. Since departments are formed based on their functions within the organisation (such
as Finance, Administration, Personnel, etc.,), this may imply that the social groups so formed in the
organisation are heterogeneous. According to SCOT, these groups will have different meaning for
ICT – mostly determined by the way each social group (Dept) uses ICT in performing its functions.
In turn this will have implications on the requirements for security in each social group. Hence
some social groups would need, say, more confidentiality in performing their activities while others
probably perceive availability as what is more important to them as far as security is concerned.
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Figure 2.1 The relationship between ICT and the relevant department within an organisation
Security problems with ICT, e.g. infringement of confidentiality or integrity, are indicated for
each social group as problems (Problem1, 2,…). In figure 2.2, a conceptual view of a department is
shown with its relevant ICT security problems (insecurity). The problems can be those of integrity,
confidentiality or availability depending on the actual security requirements. Further, in figure 2.3,
a particular problem is isolated and its possible solutions included. These can imply having a
security policy in place, using access controls, legal/regulatory, etc. By analysing the nature of a
particular problem, several alternative solutions can be identified. However, the kind of possible
solutions arrived at would be greatly influenced by a range of social and economic, as well as

technical factors relevant to the environment. The social-cultural and political situation of a social
group shapes its norms and values, which in turn influence the meaning given to an artifact. It is
from this notion that an attempt is made here to address ICT security by altering a social-cultural
situation. As for the technical factors, the features of contemporary technology, in particular the
growing importance of industry and public standards and the increasingly configurational character
of technologies as assemblages of standard and customised components need to be observed and
accommodated by a solution.
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Having analysed the kind of relationships between ICT and its users in a conceptual
organisation, we now use the analysis to reflect on the actual situation on the ground [Note: a
comprehensive report on ongoing research on ICT developments in Tanzania is found in (Nielinger,
O., 2004)]. We aim to examine emerging security issues as deployment and use of ICT captures
more ground on the environment. A recent empirical study (Jabiri, B. K., and Tarimo, C. N. 2005)
indicates that there is a general laxity in handling ICT security issues. The reasons for the observed
conditions are a combination of many issues. Among them are: lack of awareness, budget
constraints, and the absence of security policy, procedures, and practices as well as security
training. Other reasons were shown to be results of the notion that ICT security is a “specificdepartment” issue (IT department) rather than an issue for the entire organisation. Worse still, this
“specific department” is not furnished with the needed resources to cater for the “big” task under its
responsibility – in essence here security means technical controls.
In addition, participants (mostly technical people, such as systems administrators) in one
public seminar on ICT security awareness held in 2004 in Dar-es- Salaam aired their views on how
they address ICT security in their organisations and the obstacles they normally encounter. The
seminar was organized by the Commission for Science and Technology (COSTECH) of Tanzania
and was one of several held. Attracted participants were technical people from several organisations
and some ministries in the government. Following different presentations on ICT security topics in
the seminar, there was an intense discussion and exchange of views. In the end the common view
was that security issues are fairly well known to some people in the organizations. However,
problems arise when a proposal for funds for a certain ICT security improvement project needs to
get up the hierarchy for approval. For instance, through individual initiatives within an
organization, a critical security issue might be identified for which funds must be released for
purchasing or for catering for the needed inputs. It, most times, gets really difficult to convince the
top management of the idea. From the foregoing cases—laxity in handling security issues and lack
of enough management support what we can see from our earlier figure on ICT-Department
relationships, figure 2.1, is a kind of unstable relationship between departments within an
organization and ICT with respect to security of ICT. This implies that, within the same
organization, different user-groups will have different security levels—some high, some low, since
there is no overall coordination and some department might be more knowledgeable and active
towards security (IT department) than others. It is hard for a single department (say, IT department)
to address security issues for the entire organization without top management support or enough
resources to do so. The fact that Tanzania is in the early stages of ICT development and adoption,
the pattern of instability with respect to ICT security as demonstrated here at an organization level

will continue to manifest itself and exist in the emerging infrastructure as can be seen in figure 2.4,
below. As a result, the overall structure and architecture of ICT is insecure. The figure shows
different information systems coming together as a result of the demand for integration and
interoperability of ICTs. The information systems are those of different organizations and may
involve both private and public sectors. Some of the social groups (organizations) in the emerging
infrastructure are regulated—for example the banking industry. Also within unregulated
organizations, a particular social group may be regulated while others are not—for example finance
and book-keeping departments. As there is no central coordination mechanism to oversee and
regulate how security issues are handled within different social groups as the groups develop and
finally integrate their information systems into the growing infrastructure, security stability is hard
to guarantee. A weakness in security in any link in the infrastructure affects the whole complex.
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Figure 2.4 The relationship between ICT and different social groups as they join to form the
national ICT infrastructure
As mentioned earlier, security must be holistic—involving technology and social elements.
Security is not a single feature like a firewall, or intrusion detection system, neither does it start or
stop at the computer terminal. As the National Research Council of the USA put it: “security
comprises at minimum computer hardware, software, networks and other equipment to which the
computers are connected, facilities in which the computer is housed, and persons who use or
otherwise come into contact with the computer. Serious security exposures may result from any
weak technical or human link in the entire complex. For this reason, security is only partly a
technical problem—it has significant procedural, administrative, physical facility and personnel
components as well.”(NCR 1991, p. 17)
2.2

Obstacles to effective security in practice

Apart from dealing with the more common obstacle such as insufficient budget for ICT security,
poor infrastructure and other technology issues in security, we instead pay more attention to the
social obstacles to adequate ICT security, such as a regulatory framework. We are working under a
premise that although those other factors mentioned above are relevant, still the current level of ICT
security is unnecessarily low—meaning it could be improved. Also the current handling of security
is not satisfactory—some kind of incentive/push is needed. Findings of research done elsewhere
indicate that information security is normally poorly practiced because the liability is so dispersed.
A survey on fraud against auto-teller machines (Anderson, R. J., 1994) indicated a correlation
between the pattern of fraud and the entity that is liable for the transactions. In the USA, if a

customer disputes a transaction, it is the duty of the bank to prove otherwise; as a result the US
banks are motivated to protect their systems properly. On the other hand, in Norway, Netherlands
and the UK, the banks are right unless proved otherwise. That means it is the customers’ duty to
prove that the bank is wrong in a disputed transaction. As probably only a few cases of this kind
would succeed, the banks in these countries became careless and fraud kept rising.
The scenario captured above—effects of incentives (liability), resembles the one in focus here
where information systems are developed without adequate security as elaborated in this paper—
there is no incentive to make security a natural occurrence in the development and deployment of
the ICTs in organisations. Here we are concerned with the security of the emerging infrastructure. If
we can use an analogy—it is true that anybody with enough money can buy a car, and learn how to
drive if (s)he is not yet a driver. However, having a car and knowing how to drive does not
sufficiently qualify the person to use the car on a public road. Traffic regulations impose
requirements on the owner/driver to have among others a valid driving license and the car itself is
to meet some requirements - say those of safety and emission controls - before it can be allowed on
public roads. Still, the mere existence of traffic regulations has not been observed to cause a
reduction in the number of cars that are bought and put on road. Instead what is observed is more
order and safer use of roads. A driver is not only using his past experience in driving and how the
car feels as he drives, but also he is constantly influenced in the background by the traffic law.
Adding yet another insecure information system on to the infrastructure is equivalent to adding
unsafe, polluting cars on roads. This needs to be regulated in just the same way as polluting cars are
regulated, but, in ICT context—tailored to the requirements of ICT security. The same kind of
influence is needed too. The next section gives a brief outline of legal issues in ICT use—relations,
requirements, and needed institutional changes.
3

LEGAL ISSUES IN ICT USE

The legal issues in ICT use are many, and concern the unavoidable changes demanded on existing
norms, regulations and legislation as ICT use in society captures more grounds. It is not possible to
cover most of them here so a brief overview of some of the relevant issues is presented, mainly
from an ICT security perspective. As already noted, institutional changes are necessary as ICT use
becomes widespread. Referring to the earlier discussion illustrated by figure 2.4 above— the
transition from a simple local use of ICT within an organisation, to nationwide use of complex
systems and platforms where ICT plays a major role, would require substantial institutional
changes. Although the current status of ICT development and use is not there yet— i.e. nationwide
complex systems, the vision is towards there. Hence, necessary institutional changes for efficient
and secure development of ICT infrastructure should be made now. Here the interest is on those
changes that make it possible for ICT diffusion in society—removing constraints in the law which
seem to be against the new ICT, as well as changes in the law that would promote the use and
security of ICT. For instance, enacting law to deal with cyber crime creates confidence for online
activities such as e-commerce, etc. Consequently the relationship between Law and ICT can be that
of acting as an obstacle or an enabler. With respect to security, the law will be an enabler of ICT
security when there is a provision in it to prosecute those who compromise security of information
systems—hence providing confidence to that part of society which uses ICT for, say, business. At
the same time, law acts as an obstacle to those who would wish to compromise systems – i.e. it is
deterrent to would-be cyber criminals.
Security and safety may be regarded as aspects of the infrastructure and they touch upon
issues such as individual privacy, data protection, redundancy and securing individual computers so
that they are not acting as “pollution” agents to the infrastructure. Public use of ICT calls for
government intervention through its institutions such as the legal framework. Law must not
unnecessarily prevent or complicate the use of ICT. In the national ICT policy (National ICT
policy, 2003), provisions are there which call for the creation of a secure cyber-law environment to
work with the existing legislation. The call is seen as first priority before any significant new

developments can emerge in ICT related services. Other policy changes have been proposed for a
number of sectors such as productive sectors and service sectors. Given the demands for
convergence—the phenomena where separate areas such as telecommunication, media, and data
processing come together, the need for regulation strategies of some of the emerging aspects from
the convergence is crucial. These areas have traditionally been regarded as separate areas of legal
regulation. Now, with the converging phenomena, at the minimum, the basic demands for rule of
law, information security and personal data protection must be addressed. To quote Seipel,
“Information and communication technology is a complex and multifaceted array of elements
finding its uses in the most diverse contexts. From the point of view of law this is an essential
assertion. Sloppy thinking sometimes seeks to reduce ICT to a simple tool, similar in kind to a saw
or a typewriter. The reasoning goes: We don’t need a law of typewriters, neither is there a need for
a legal theory of saws and sawing. Ergo, ICT is not worth fussing about” (Seipel, 2002).
The present legal framework and related institutional infrastructure of Tanzania is not
conducive to ICT development and application as noted in (National ICT policy, 2003). Thus,
strategies must be sought for proactive approaches in order to alleviate the situation. Legal reforms
must take into consideration both the International legal dimension and the internal (National) legal
dimension, as ICT is global and borderless.
Issues in the international legal dimension are mainly for compliance to different international
standards and laws in order to foster interoperability of the national legal regime in developing
global ICT services such as e-commerce. These include compliance to international
agreements/standards relating to ICT such as the EU Directives 95/46/EC on protection of
individuals with regard to processing of personal data and on free movement of such data (Directive
95/46/EC, 1995) and the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNICITRAL).
Sector-specific laws also do exist, especially in the US, but their influence impacts almost
everyone to some extent. Such laws are: 1) Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
(HIPAA) passed in August 1996 to improve the portability while maintaining the privacy and
security of patient information. This law affects medical providers, insurance companies, claims
clearinghouses, etc. Unlike some other laws, HIPAA lists very specific technology standards and
policies that must be implemented to comply. 2) Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act passed in November
1999 to protect the information financial institutions collect about customers. This law affects
mainly financial institutions, but also any company that collects names, social security numbers and
bank account numbers from customers or employees. The act's ‘Safeguards Rule’ force financial
institutions to design, implement and maintain safeguards to protect customer information. With
this law, all companies that collect financial information must take security measures, such as
maintain firewalls, install and update virus protection, and schedule routine security audits, as well
as develop and implement privacy policies. 3) Sarbanes-Oxley Act passed in August 2002 to restore
investor confidence in the financial reporting of public companies and hold a company's officers
personally responsible for misrepresentation. It affects any public company and is a very broadsweeping law. Effects on IT departments: Two-phased; initially, companies will struggle just to
comply with the law—providing necessary documentation to auditors. Eventually, companies will
want to automate the process—building audit trails and procedures into their systems. The
foregoing are some of the issues in the international legal dimension.
National legal dimension should address among others, issues of intellectual property rights
and convergence/competition—in that where sector-specific, or technology-specific regulation may
have been suitable before, the converged nature of technology and services implies a greater
reliance on competition policy, law and regulation to guard against abuses of dominance or other
anticompetitive behaviour in the marketplace. The object of competition law, however, is not to
protect certain actors but to ensure a competitive market by enhancing efficiency to stimulate
development. In addition, the national legal dimension should address regulatory reforms in all
areas that touch upon ICT services such as e-commerce, infrastructure, etc. This may involve

enacting laws that allow a business to take action against those that breach information security
procedures, thus acting as both a deterrent and enabling businesses to recover damages, and other
such infringements. Complementary to this is a law that requires of the business that certain
security procedures are put in place, generally in order to protect the infrastructure or some third
party entity such as a customer. This paper is towards that end—attempting to instigate a regulation
on the security aspect of ICT infrastructure.
4

AN APPROACH TO ENHANCE SECURITY BY REGULATION

Following the analysis and discussion covered in this paper, the problems of insecurity in the
emerging ICT infrastructure is caused in part by the lack of incentive and overall coordination for
adequate infrastructure security to take place as it develops. This has been indicated in the analysis.
Influence and coordination form important ingredients towards standardisation. We propose that
organisations and any other entities within the country that would wish to develop and deploy
information systems for public use, should be influenced by some kind of legal/regulatory force
towards observing security in doing so. Since changes in the electronic environment can bring
about factual situations that are hard to foresee, legal solutions that were appropriate at a certain
stage may become uncertain and/or even disputed and thus prompt a review. Given the current
developments in ICT use taking place in the country, order in the development process is
important—here from the security perspective, hence to impose constraints and requirements on it
may help to shape or re-shape the emerging electronic environment in a legally acceptable way.
Consequently if the vision is to use ICT for e-commerce and other online services, then the current
ICT infrastructure should develop in such a way as to foster fulfilment of the requirements of the
anticipated uses—security being one of the ingredients. In addition, security is needed for other
requirements as outlined in section 3 above.
The approach should be to create liability due to failure in security of the ICT to be borne by
the owners of the systems, which hopefully would prompt an incentive to deploy sufficient controls.
This may involve having specific directives (such as the OECD Guidelines for the Security of
information Systems and Networks) and/or enacting security-related laws to correct the perceived
imperfections as the ICT infrastructure develops and provide the incentive for organizations to
accommodate societal goals such as privacy protection as they perform their businesses. This
process should be proactive and dynamic since the electronic environment is changing so rapidly.
Periodic reviews should be performed and identified discrepancies addressed. Figure 4.1 below
shows a process view of the propose approach.

Security status

Security issues

Regulation
strategies

Implementation

Figure 4.1 Process view of regulatory reform towards ICT Security-regulated environment

Components of the process in figure 4.1 are as follows: Security status is the state of how
issues of ICT security are currently being addressed as analysed in parts of section 2.1 above.
Security issues are those such as privacy for individuals, confidentiality, integrity and availability of
information and processing systems, etc. Given, the actual state of the previous two blocks—
security status and issues, a regulation strategy is worked out. Here issues such as what to regulate,
how, at what level, etc are considered. Lastly, the strategy is implemented.

The process begins with the analysis of the current situation (status of ICT Security or ICT
security-readiness), then in the second stage, various issues regarding ICT use are examined from
security perspective such as policies, laws etc. These are used to inform the strategies in the next
stage, which in turn lead to implementation. After implementation, (enacted security related law)
the effects are observed and through a feedback channel the whole process starts over again. This is
in order to take care of the ever-changing electronic environment.
As for the nature of the regulation, a technology-neutral regulation is desired to accommodate
changes that take place following technology developments. The current structure of regulation
framework in the telecommunication sector is imposed on all licensed services and/or
infrastructure, mainly for control and collection of Government revenues. On the contrary, what is
proposed here is regulation in order to improve an aspect of the infrastructure—security.
Legislative solutions for ICT have been employed in several countries. In terms of legal
issues raised by the need for information security being dealt with through legislative, reviewing
Data Protection and Privacy issues will give a clue. Data protection currently exists in several
European and other industrial countries. For instance; U.K.: Data Protection Act 1984; U.S.:
Privacy Act 1974; France: Data Processing, Data Files and Individual liberties Act 1978 etc. Also
there are 44 countries in the world with Penal Legislation for Unauthorised Access to Computer
Systems in their Legal Frameworks. Out of the 44 only three are from Africa, namely Mauritius,
Tunisia and South Africa (Schjolberg, Stein 2003). In Tanzania, law reform issues are handled by
Law Reform Commission of Tanzania (LRCT, 1983). This paper may find use as an input to the
Commission when issues addressed here are in focus in their agenda.
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CONCLUSION

There are many possible ways of solving a problem. What has been discussed and ultimately
proposed here is what seemed a likely solution out of many possible. We have arrived at the
solution taking into consideration the current state of the ICT development in the country both at
the national and organisational levels. Relevant problems as far as ICT infrastructure development
is in progress have been analysed and discussed from a social-technical perspective. An approach
towards a solution for some aspects of the problems has been proposed—regulatory reforms
towards ICT security-regulated environment.
However, it may be a long time (though hopefully not) before such a proposal is put into
practice since changes in the legal system often take some time to be effected. This is at the national
level where what has been proposed here is designed to take effect. While it is not certain when this
is going to happen, it is certain that different organisations will continue to implement and deploy
ICTs as shown in section 2 above and probably without adequate attention to security as has been
observed if immediate steps to remedy the situation are not taken. Worse still, if there will be no
public standards at least for the environment in focus the result would be a catastrophe when the
stage comes for the different ICTs to interconnect—convergence. Instead of waiting for the
government intervention, organisations deploying ICT can put forward their own initiatives to make
sure that their systems follow standards that allow for security, interconnectivity and
interoperability with other ICTs in the country and beyond. For instance, the features of
contemporary technology, in particular the growing importance of industry and public standards
and the increasingly configurational character of technologies as assemblages of standard and
customised components need to be observed and accommodated when information systems are
developed and deployed.
Thus, analysis of the problem, the proposed approach and the discussion covered in this paper
helps at least to show the existence of the problem and a way towards a possible solution. Other
alternative solutions can also start from this analysis; hence it provides a staring point for further
analysis to take place regarding other issues relevant to ICT infrastructure security, which is in
course of development.
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